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CAPT WINANT, AT REPUBLICAN RALLY IN GYM,
PLEDGES AID TO UNIVERSITY IF ELECTED
Candidate for Governor Outlines Platform to Students, Faculty and Towns
people at Poorly Attended Meeting Last Week— Albert S. Baker, ’21,
and Other Speakers Endorse Republican Ticket
Captain'’ John G. Winant, Republi
can candidate for governor, at a rally
in the University gymnasium Friday
night, October 17, pledged himself to
the cause of the University if he is
elected governor at the polls next
month.
Captain Winant gave a clearcut
interpretation of the Republican state
platform and left no doubt in the
minds of his hearers as to where he
stood on local and national issues.
Mr. Winant said that he has consist
ently supported appropriation bills
for the University while he was a
member o f the state law-making body
and that he is on record as having
done so. He stated that he stands for
a liberal financial policy toward all
the state institutions and that he is
particularly interested in the welfare
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the eighteenth amendment and the
Volstead Act.
James S. Chamberlin acted as
chairman of the program. He first
introduced Mrs. Lewis P. Elkins of
Concord who spoke on the great ne
cessity of cleaner politics and more
honest methods of government, saying
that in her opinion the election o f the
Republican ticket will facilitate such
reforms. The next speaker was J.
H. Moore, former congressman from
Pennsylvania, and one-time mayor of
Philadelphia, who outlined the eco
nomic policies of the Republican and
Democratic parties. Mr. Moore was
followed by Albert S. Baker, ’21, a
former editor o f The New Hamp
shire, who urged the members of the
University to support Captain Winant’s campaign on the grounds that
- -

ON PARADE
TOMORROW— Every student in this University should be in the New
Hampshire stands at Textile Field yelling for that team.
Tomorrow— The University of New Hampshire is on parade in Man
chester, the Queen City of the state.
*
Tomorrow— The members of the team will play hard, fight hard, and
win or lose, will behave as gentlemen, because that is a cardinal
principle in the code of sportsmanship. But how about you?
Tomorrow— In Manchester, “ Do your stuff.” You are on parade.
Be generous to your opponents, don’t razz. Watch your indi
vidual actions. The people of Manchester will judge this Univer
sity by you, not by your football team.
Tomorrow— We say once more, “ You are on parade.” A good im
pression will help the University. Eventually it will help you.

N. H. ELEVEN LOSES TO CONNECTICUT
ON DISPUTED PLAY IN FOURTH PERIOD
Varsity Makes Eleven Downs to Opponents’ One
Line Outplays Backfield Throughout Contest
LOCALS HELPLESS BEFORE AERIAL ATTACK
Captain Wentworth Boots Field Goal for Only Blue and White Score— Final
Tally— Connecticut 6, New Hampshire 3— Team Has Worked Hard
All Week for Big Game With Tufts in Manchester

The University of New Hampshire football team went down to its first
defeat of the season before the big Connecticut Aggie eleven at Storrs last
Saturday. When the final whistle blew Connecticut was on the long end
of a 6-3 score much to the surprise and chagrin of the New Hampshire
*
cohorts. The game was very hard fought from the opening whistle and
the New Hampshire team, which was not going up to the usual form, played
a much better game than the opponents. New Hampshire made eleven first
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
downs during the course of the game while Connecticut was able to get only
GIVES KEG PARTY one and that one was on a forward pass.
The line played a wonderful game. The fact that Connecticut could
Andrew Rice Exposes Research Lab. not get a first down against the defense put up by the Blue and White line
Occurrences— Mystery of Missing
shows that the forwards were doing their jobs every minute. There is some
Carboy Still Unsolved
question as to whether or not the play on which Connecticut scored its lone
Team Goes to Brunswick
tally, was legal. By a great system of forward passing, which New Hamp
Alpha Chi Sigma, the honorary
Today
for
First
the leaders in the fight for the
attended
chemical fraternity, gave a keg party shire was unable to break up, Connecticut got the ball down to New Hamp
last Wednesday night in the chem shire’s 25-yard line. Here Connecticut tried another forward pass which
hour law in the legislature two years \
to CQUnter attracti0ns of the
COUGHLIN UNABLE TO RUN
istry
lecture room to all men taking was grounded. The referee called the play an incomplete pass. The um
ago and said on Friday night that he j evenjng_ There were only about 100
About pire, however, who had the jurisdiction over the play, finally decided that
is still in favor of such an act. He j persons present to listen to the Prospects Bright for Successful Cross major work in chemistry.
O’Connor, who broke up the pass, had interfered with the Connecticut man
forty
men
were
present.
Country Season With Many Letter
believes in the strict enforcement o f ' speakers.
The feature of the program came and New Hampshire was penalized. This brought the ball to the New
Men and Several Classy Sopho
when Andrew Rice, ’23, completely Hampshire one-yard line. Here the New Hampshire line held for three
mores on Squad
disguised as “ King” James, from downs and as a last resort Connecticut tried a pass which was completed
Y. M. C. A. FINANCIAL
The University cross country sea watch to mustache, gave a representa for a touchdown. This score of Connecticut’s came in the last few minutes
DRIVE STARTS NOV. 3
son starts today when the wearers of tion of various events occurring in of play.
the Blue and White run the Bowdoin the research laboratory.
New Hampshire played good ball stop New Hampshire’s running at
This “ play” was followed by a talk
team over a four-mile course in
only in the third period.
At this tack.
by
“
King”
James
himself
and
also
Change in Fiscal Period Announced—
Brunswick.
While all the linemen played well,
time
the
team
marched
the
ball up
Last year New Hampshire defeated one by Professor Perley. “ Hemie” the field many times only to have the Foster at center, McGlynn at tackle
Budget for Next Year Published—
Fogg
furnished
further
amusement
Campaign to Last Four Days
Bowdoin 24-31, and the prospects for
great Connecticut defense stop them and Piper at end were the outstandwinning this year look good with for the party by telling a series of when they got within striking dis the line and getting many tackles.
practically the same team running as “ jokes” of more or less doubtful ori tance.
Captain “ Cy” Wentworth Playing his position as he does in a
Lieutenant McGill Gives
last year. New Hampshire has been gin.
The annual financial campaign of
Exhibition Square Dance undefeated in dual meets for seven The usual refreshments of cider scored the only points for New Hamp roving fashion, he is not only able to
shire when late in the period he stop any plays that come through the
the Y. M. C. A. will begin on Mon
years now and the team always were then served, marking the close dropped back to the 30 yard line and center of the line but he is a tower
day evening, November 3, and will
shows up well in the New Englands, of the entertainment for the guests. kicked a beautiful field goal.
of strength in backing up the tackles.
continue until Friday morning, No
SNOW’S RECORD BROKEN
New Hampshire finishing third last However, a mystery remained to be
The New Hampshire backfield, Foster has been playing a consistent
vember 7. On Monday evening there
solved
by
those
in
charge
of
the
paryear
The men making the trip to
which has been working good all sea- ly good game all season, but his work
will be a supper for the canvassers
ty. Two carboys of cider had been .
, .
,,
,
Saturday made him stand out as one
at the Community House where direc idvanced Students Enjoy Another Brunswick are: Coach Paul Sweet, procured for the party, only one o f
ragged >" ‘ ,h e.
Manager
C.
H.
Carpenter,
Captain
tions and final plans will be given
Camping Trip in White Mountain
which was consumed. At the close o f Storrs. The boys seemed to be get- of Coach Cowell’s best linemen. He
M. Snow, W. F. Peaslee, K. M. Clark,
will be a big factor in the line play
out. Then, while everyone is feeling
Foothills— Captain Pettee Deco
the party the remaining Bne was tlnK the signals mixed up eonsid
F. S Gray, L. C. Smith, M. E. W il
happy, the canvassers will start their
rated by Private Gelpke
found to be missing and was found ably and there was no such thing as in the Maine and Brown games when
lard, R. B. Littlefield, and C. P.
four days’ task which will end up
a little later in a remote part o f the in terferen ce for any of the New he will be bucking two of the best
Wendell.
Captain Snow, Peaslee, b u ild in g . A f t e r p l a c i n g it in a s u p - Hampshire backs.
with a final spurt on Thursday eve
Captain Went- centers in this section of the coun
Clark and Gray each received letters
McGlynn played a ripping,
ning. Because o f election day which
posedly
safe
place,
it
was
later
found
worth
several
times
looked
to be g el try.
The second of the two week-end
cross country last year. The othcomes in the midst of the campaign, trips to Mt. Chocorua staged by the
missing again, and another search re- ting away only to have one of the tearing game at tackle. He smoth
men, with the exception of Wen veaied i, in a still more remote p a r t C o n n e c t ic u t ends charge in and spcul ered many Connecticut plays and was
the drive will run for four days in military department took place last
The of the building. It was then securely things. This inability on the P art of one of the big reasons why Connect
stead of the customary three days. Saturday with 23 students partici dell, are 1927 numeral men.
team leaves Friday by automobile,
icut was unable to score a first down
This year’s budget covers from Sep pating.
locked up
Although the mystery i s the backfield to do t eir jo s was
W. E. Coughlin, a letter man of
McGlynn had a
tember 1 of this year to a year from
still unsolved, the theory is that the big factor in <
Connecticut s.ability to through the line.
The party left Durham Saturday
next January 1. The reason for this morning, some going in the truck and ast year’s team, was unable to make “ King” abducted it with the inten- m g men.
Poster was into every great day going down after punts.
(Continued on Page Four.)
is that in previous years the budgets the others in autos driven by Ralph the trip because of a sprained ankle, tion of establishing a private supply. Play P lu g g in g holes in all sections of
have covered from September 1 to Taylor, John Cassily, Capt. Pettee, but it is expected that he will be able
run against M. I. T. here Novem
September 1 and that in changing the
Hall and Rogers also played well.
and Lieut. McGill.
ber 1.
budget to cover the fiscal period from
Hall hit the line hard and backed up
The seventy-five mile trip took ap
A fter the M. I. T. meet the team
January 1 to January 1 it is neces
his tackles well. Rogers made some
proximately three hours and upon ar
will take a two weeks lay off before
sary to make up the time between Sep
good gains on tackle plays and played
rival at the camp site at the base of
the
New
Englands
which
will
be
run
tember and January.
The budget
a good defensive game.
the mountains tents were pitched,
on November 15.
from September 1, 1924, to January
Morin at tackle was the star in line
fires
built,
and
preparations
for
sup
1, 1926, for the Y. M. C. A. is as per were commenced.
play.
Time and again he turned
follow s:
Showers Disconnected
back thrusts at his position and
Make Best Showing of
A fter a substantial meal o f steak, MARIONETTES AMUSE
$ 5.00 bread, and coffee, Captain Pettee was
proved himself as fast as the ends
To Relieve Situation
Book exchange,
Year in 13-7 Victory #in
AUDIENCES IN GYM
getting down under the punts.
5.00 drawn aside, and “ Bill” Gelpke in a
Employment bureau,
The freshmen showed a great im
75.00 few well chosen words presented him Tony Sarg Presents Troupe o f Pup
Silver Bay delegates,
FIRE DANGER SERIOUS
provement over their previous show
60.00 with a large and handsome turnip in
REGALI AND CLARK STAR
Freshman reception,
pets in Lifelike Presentation of
ings and prospects are bright for a
40.00 appreciation of his skill as a cook.
Freshman handbook,
Action
of
Town
Authorities
Reduces
Treasure Island” and “ The Pied
150.00 The captain was overwhelmed but re
Salary of secretary,
Available Supply of Water to Dan Upstate Eleven Threatens in Last good showing in the remaining games
Piper of Hamelin”
10.00 covered with his usual promptness
on their schedule.
Special speakers,
gerous Minimum— Steamer Pump
Pericd but Freshman Defense Stif
10.00 and thanked the assembled crowd
Publicity material,
Tony Sarg’s Marionettes presented
in Readiness for Emergencies
fens— Team Slowly Improving
25.00 in a voice that trembled with emotion. two plays in the big gymnasium last
Conferences,
Each Week
ANNUAL MEETING OF
20.00 He voiced the regret that he had not Wednesday.
Neighborhood house,
Tuesday the students woke up with
The evening perform
MAQUA COUNCIL IS
received the gift in time to cook it ance was a dramatization of Robert a start to the deplorable fact that
Student work at home and
75.00 with the beans.
abroa'd,
HELD AT SIMMONS
Louis Stevenson’s “ Treasure Island.” the University was faced with a se- I The University of New Hampshire
15.00
An hour was then spent in singing In the afternoon the Marionettes pre rious shortage of water. The shower freshmen trod over Tilton School 13Incidentals, Granite, etc.,
25.00 osngs around the camp-fire, when the sented “ The Pied Piper of Hamelin” room in the big gym was boarded up 7' at Memorial field last Saturday,
National Council,
Salome Co’ by, ’25, and Ethel Cowles,
party broke up, the m ajority attend and several vaudeville acts The tiny and notices were put up forbidding The Tilton team greatly outweighed ’25, Represent New Hampshire at
$515.00 ing a barn dance at Freedom, while figures are jointed and are controlled the use of the shower baths in all the the frosh, but the latter got away to
Y. W. C. A. Conference— Plans
Total
the others went coon hunting under by strings which make them capable dormitories. This edict, coupled with a good start and after going in rare
Made for Second Northfield
the guidance of Royal Brown, a na of a great variety o f lifelike move the fact that everyone was requested form for the first half stored away a
Conference
tive, who had been the guest of the ments. The characters dance, ges to be as sparing o f water as possible, big enough margin to give them the
evening. A t the dance, Lieut. Mc ticulate, juggle, walk, beat time, gave rise to the rumor that the Uni- game
The Maqua Council held its annual
Gill gave an exhibition square dance
versity might
| The frosh received the kickoff and meeting in Boston at Simmons Colu have to shut down.
VARSITY FOOTBALL
* and “ A l” Smith was voted the most march, or carry on almost as any
The" long dry spell, plus the draw- I Rogers, who played a great game for Ilege last week-end.
Salome Colby,
human actor. The plays were both
in the form o f operettas with spe ing off of the water from the reser- the freshmen, ran the ball back about .’25, one of the four student members
--------I popular man of the evening.
M ajor Walker was the only mem- cial music and singing by the “ live” voir to fill the new pond, has put an fifty yards to the thirty yard line and o f the council, and Ethel Cowles, ’25,
Sept. 27— New Hampshire, 27; ^
$ ber of the party who was ambitious members of the cast. The shock of excessively heavy strain on the ar- from there the freshmen, in a march chairman of finance of the Maqua
Colby, 0.
enough to take a dip in the mountain the performance came at the end jtesian well system which has lately down the field, put the ball over for region, were representatives of the
Oct. 4— N. H., 46; Norwich,
stream, and although he said it was when Mr. Searle stepped out among been forced to bear the entire load, their first touchdown within the first University of New Hampshire at this
.
very agreeable, the others were will the puppets and demonstrated their This system, which is used by the five minutes of play.
meeting. The meeting was the goal
Oct. 11— Rhode Island State,
ing to take his word for it.
relative size by comparison. With the University for its drinking water, j For the first half the fieshmen of girls from all sections of the
6; N. H., 17.
A fter breakfast, the party scaled small stage and scenery they appear was just barely holding its own, when went good and played a much better country who are interested in Y. W.
Oct. 18— Connecticut Agri. 6;
the steep, rough side of Mt. Cho to be almost life size, but they arc in a situation arose Monday that re- game than their heavier opponents; C. A. work, and besides the two girls
N. H. 3.
Oct. 25— Tufts College at Man- % corua and after two hours’ labor reality only about two feet tall. This q u i r e d drastice action to be taken. The but in the second half the Tilton from this institution there were rep
reached the top, where the gorgeous was the first of the Lyceum course town authorities requested permis- team got going and kept the ball in resentatives from the University of
Chester, N. H.
autumn view made them feel well concerts of the season. Convocation sion from Mr. Hayes to use the water the freshman territory^ most of the Vermont, Simmons, Smith, Bates, Mt.
N0Vt i — Lowell
Textile
at
repaid for the difficulties encountered was omitted so that there might be supply in testing out the new water time. The wearers of the Orange Holyoke, and several other colleges.
Lowell, Mass.
on the way up. Twombly and Gunn an afternoon performance.
The sessions began Friday after
main which the town has installed and Black hit the freshman line hard
^ Nov. 8— University of Maine
made the trip in one hour 32 minutes
The request was refused and the rea- and by a series o f good passes got noon and many new plans were dis
t£
at Durham.
breaking last week’s record of one
Plans for holding another
sons were explained, but on Monday the ball up within striking distance cussed.
at ♦• hour 40 minutes made by Martin BEGIN PLANS FOR BIG
^ Nov. 15— Bates
College
the town officials undertook to use the many times only to have it taken Maqua meeting at Christmas time
R. O. T. C. BALL DEC. 6 water with the result that the Uni- away by the freshmen. With only were considered.
The project of
V* Snow.
Durham.
An appetizing bean dinner awaited
versity was almost waterless.
a few minutes to play, the Tilton carrying on an investigation of ho
Nov. 22- Brown University at £
The annual military ball given by
the hikers on their return from the
On Wednesday a temporary re- team got the ball up to the ten yard tels which offer wage earning oppor
Providenc, R. I. i \
mountain, and short work was made the members of the R. O. T. C. will prieve was granted to the showerless line but were unable to make the tunities to girls during the summer
be held on Saturday evening, Dec. 6. students, but the situation is still grade as they did on one previous months also received attention. These
------- --------------- — ------------ M of it.
Everything was in readiness for This dance, which is the biggest so very serious
ESHMAN FOOTBALL
1
The pressure in the occasion when they scored their on- investigations have proved very ben
4• departure at three o’clock Sunday cial event of the fall term, will be well went down twenty pounds Wed- ly touchdown. The freshmen got one eficial to many students in the past.
------\\ afternoon, and the party arrived back open to all the members of the R. O. nesday and the water in the reser- of the breaks of the game when a Til- Saturday afternoon a joint meeting
in Durham at six, everyone voting the T. C., members of the faculty, and voir was going down instead of ris- ton end standing near the goal line was held with the men s New Eng
Oct. 4— Pinkerton Academy,
0, Freshmen, 0.
J* hike to be a huge success in every Army and Navy officers. The dance
ins: as the water in all reservoirs dropped a pass that was right in his land regional council, and plans were
Oct. 11— Westbrook Seminary, U way and hoping to make a similar this year will be form al; all members should do.
hands.
Otherwise the game would made for a second province confer
of the R. O. T. C. and officers will
0; 1928, 6.
trip in the near future.
The fire hazard, which is a serious have ended either with Tilton one ence similar to the one held iae.t win
Oct. .18— Tilton
School,
7; U
The party was composed o f: Majo wear uniforms and civilian guests consideration, has been mitigated as point ahead or with a tie score,
ter at Northfield.
■
.
1928, 13.
Walker, Captain Pettee, Lieutenan pvGmns' dress.
much
as possible.
possible. The
The fire
engine
in
Regali was the outstanding man on
The
following
chairmen
o
f
the
difmuch
as
fire
engine
in
Oct. 24.— Kimball Union AcadMcGill, Sergeant Wood, Private Hip
back of the big gym is ready at a the freshman team.
He played a
emy at Durham.
^ ser, K. E. Gunn, ’26, J. L. Pellerin ferent committees were elected: F i moment’s notice to pump water from great game at halfback. He tore oil
Delta Kappa Sorority annance, Major Eaton; refreshments,
’26,
W.
J.
Gelpke,
’27,
A.
H,
Palisoul
Nov. 1— Maine Freshmen at
the new pond in case of emergency.
many gains off-tackle and around the
nounces the pledging of Eiiz- ^
Captain Miller; music, Lieutenant
’27,
J.
E.
Donovan,
’26,
G.
F.
Bes
Aside
from
cooperation
on
the
part
Tilton
ends
and
was
the
best
defenDurham.
abeth Dickerson, ’26, of Hill $
sette, ’26, P. E. Tracy, ’26, F. E. Sib King; invitations and dance orders, of the students by using as little sive man on the field. He made more
at
Nov. 7— Colby Academy
and Helen Pike, ’27, of Ep- *
Emerson;
decorations,
ley, ’26, C. H. Lewis, ’27, T. Toma Lieutenant
New London, N.
ping October 22, 1924.
^
T aylor;
entertaiment, water as possible little can be done tackles than anyone else and many
sian, ’27, W. E. Thompson, ’27, R Lieutenant
at present except to wait for rains times nailed the Tilton backs for a
Brown;
floor,
Major
H.
M. Longley, ’26, G. A. Twombly, ’26 Lieutenant
*
U°ssClark; cleanup, Lieutenant Currier. to build up a supply.
1and R C‘ Farrar’ ’26-

HARRIERS MEET
B0WD0IN TODAY
Race

SOLDIERS MAKE
SECOND TRIP
T0CH0C0RUA

COLLEGE FACES IFROSH DEFEAT
TILTON SCHOOL
WATER SHORTAGE
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SUCCESS TO THE SOPHOMORES

This article is not written in an
Office of publication, 11 Portland Street,
attempt to condone anything that
Rochester, N . H. Editorial and Circulation
issue o f The
Offices, Rooms 2 and 3 Thompson Hall, was said in the last
Durham, N. H. Subscriptions made payable |New Hampshire concerning bonfires
The editorial board o f the paper still
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
Ifeels that its attitude on that ques
THE UNIV. OF NEW HAMPSHIRE tion was essentially correct and just
We do want to correct the impression
DURHAM , N. H.
that many sophomores hold, namely
H aro ld

|t h a t

th e

a r t ie le

w as

a im e d

at

th eI^

INTERFRATERNITY
LEAGUE STARTS
MONDAY. OCT. 27
Teams Divided Into Two
Leagues for 1924 Season

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

NOTICES

To the editor of The New H am pshire:
The beauty of any college compus
is enhanced by its velvety lawns. In
this respect our campus is decidedly
limited in quantity and quality. Per
haps the most attractive part o f our
college plant is that part of the cam
pus bounded by Thompson Hall, De
merritt Hall, Morrill and the Faculty
Club.
I imagine that if the agricultural
department sent a class of agronomy
students out on to the lawn bounded
by these buildings with instructions
to dig around and see what kind of
soil underlied the remaining grass
that a great hue and cry would be
raised. Nevertheless, for two years
now the military department has been
drilling men almost daily on this
grass plot with a parade or review
or a sham battle on Wednesday a f
ternoons on the same spot. Is this
necesary? Surely the athletic grounds
below the railroad tracks are not
used in the daytime, and varsity
practices are not called until four
p. m. Why couldn’t these fields be
used for military maneuvers? The
lawn referred to is already sadly
worn by these marching feet, and it
is logical to assume that the condi
tion will not be improved one year
from today unless the practice is
stopped.
The army must be drilled.
But
why not do the drilling in a practical
place?
One of the “ drilled.”

Juniors
A fee of two dollars must be paid
for individual cuts in the 1926 Gran
ite, “ Your Granite.” Space will not
be reserved for any individual unless
this fee is paid. Please pay this fee
at The New Hampshire office, Thomp
son Hall, on Monday or Tuesday, Oc
tober 27 and 28, between the hours
of 11.30 to 1.30 or from four to six
p. m.
E. D. Mitchell, Business Mgr

MISS IDA CANNON SPEAKS
TO Y. W. C. A. ON “ HEALTH”
At the regular Y. W. C. A. meeting
Monday night which was held at
Thompson hall, Miss Ida Cannon of
the Massachusetts General Hospital
entertained the girls with a talk on
the health problems of today.
Miss Cannon tried to show the
girls what an important part social
workers could play in the improve
ment of the public health. The so
cial worker continues the work that
the doctors and hospitals begin but
have not time to fully complete.
That is, they try to improve the liv
ing conditions in the home and the
conditions under which peopljg work.
It is by this system that aid is given
to those people who would otherwise
continue their suffering unnoticed.
An announcement was made of the
discussion groups which are to be
held every Wednesday night at Con
greve and Smith halls. This meet
ing was the beginning of the mem
bership campaign which will close on
Friday.

Such was farthest from the writer
thoughts.
COMPETITION IS KEEN
The sophomores are in an unfor
tunate position. According to tradi
tion, the entire community holds
Theta Chi, S. A. E., and A. T. O.
them responsible for the behavior of
Freshmen and Sophomores
Each Hold One Leg on Trophy—
the freshman class. If a freshman
All those desiring to try out for
Girls’ Athletic Editor
Must Be Won Three Times for
is “ wise,” if he smokes on the cam
A n n e M a g w o o d , ’ 25,
“ heelers” on the 1926 Granite, “ Your
Permanent Possession
|pus, if he pays attention to the co
M ild r e d T i n k e r , ’ 25,
Granite,” staff should notify Harry
eds,
the
older
members
of
the
stu
M a r jo r i e W o o d b u r y , ’25,
W. Steere at the Theta Chi House
Ident body shake their heads and re
R a c h e l D a v is , ’ 26,
The student body awaits, with
before
Wednesday, October 29. Tel
B a r b a r a H u n t , ’ 26
mark, “ W hat’s the trouble with this great interest, the opening of the
ephone 112-4.
E d w a r d S w e e n e y , ’26,
Reporters sophomore class!”
The blame
1924 inter-fraternity basketball sea
! placed upon the shoulders of the son, Monday, at the “ Gym.” This an
B U S IN E S S D E P A R T M E N T
C h a r l e s A bbott , 26,
B u sin ess M a n a g e r |sophomore class instead of Upon the nual series holds the greatest interA D V E R T IS IN G D E P A R T M E N T
individual freshman who has erred.
ast of any inter-fraternity contests,
DEBATE CONFERENCE
F r a n k P rice , ’ 24,
A d v e r tis in g M a n a g e r
As a matter of fact, the sophomore and this year the fight for the threeC IR C U L A T IO N D E P A R T M E N T
ADOPTS N EW SYSTEM
have absolutely no power to enforce year trophy, which the A. T. O. fra 
C h a r l e s D ic k s o n , ’ 26,
C ir c u la tio n M a n a g e r
any
rules
upon
the
freshmen.
They
ternity won after a triple-tie last
P rof . H . H . S cudder ,
F a c u lt y A d v is e r
can, should, and do speak to a fresh year, will be closer than ever. The
P rof . E . L. G e t c h e l l ,
Non-Decision Debates Made Rule by GUNNAR MICHELSON TO BE
OPERATED ON NEXT WEEK
Faculty Business Adviser Jman who has violated any of the ti a
trophy was won in 1921 by Theta
Mid-West
Debate
Conferenceditional rulings, but beyond that Chi, and in 1922 by S. A. E.
Faults of Old Method Removed
Published Weekly by the Students
point they cannot officially go. The
Gunnar Michelson, ’26, intercolleg
“ Lang” Fernald and “ Danny” Met
Entered as second class matter at the post administration o f the University has
iate skii-jumping champion is going
calf will officiate during the series
Non-decision debates followed by to the Mary Hitchcock Hospital in
°®ceii\ ? oc!ies„ter:5„ew Hampshire’ under the Itaken a very definite stand against and there will be on an average of
open forum discussions are to be the Hanover next week to undergo a very
„ ,
„ ,,
any hazing, parties, or forcible com nine games a week. The twelve
In case of change of address, subscribers I „ , *
n
i • j
j i
,i
rule among the members of the Mid- delicate operation for an internal in
will Please notify the Circulation Manager P Uls; 0n ° f ^
kind and has threat frats are divided into two leagues,
West Debate Conference during the ju ry which he received while skiias soon as possible.
ened summary punishment to any the American league and the Nation
coming season as the result o f the jumping last winter.
Subscribers not receiving copy will please Imembers o f the student body partic
al league.
action taken by the Coaches’ Confer
notify the Business Manager at once.
ipating in such act. In recent years
It would be hard to predict a win
ence held recently at Chicago,
Accepted for mailing at special rate of it has been customary for the soph
NEW COURSE IN SOCIOLOGY
ner in either league. The fraterni
postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of omores to compel the freshmen to
The difficulties o f securing judges
TO BE GIVEN NEXT TERM
ties
are
evenly
matched
as
a
whole,
O ctob ers, 1917. Authorized September 1. clean up the grounds around the col
acceptable to both coaches (each un
although some teams have nearly
der great pressure to win the debate
lege dormitories. As a result of one
Next term a new course is to be
complete veteran lineups. The fo l To the editor of The New Hampshire:
Durham, N. H., Friday, October 24 o f these midnight parties this year lowing are probable lineups as they
It has probably not occurred to the in order to maintain his professional offered in the Department o f Soci
the sophomore class was presented
upper classmen that whereas the reputation) was one of the factors ology. The department plans a com
will appear for their first game:
with a bill o f considerable amount for
parative study of the theory of soci
freshmen are being watched and that led to the change.
VANDALISM, NOTHING LESS
According to one of the coaches ety in the light of social history. The
doors broken in the process of draft
National League
sized up by them, they in turn are
ing unwilling workers for the cause
present when the change was decided
Again the report comes from
A. T. 0 .: Taylor, Weston, Currier, being watched and being judged by upon another of the evils of the old initial steps in the program carry the
and were also ordered to leave the
student back to Greek sources with
the
freshmen.
It
is
also
a
fact
that
Coach Cowell’s office that colored
cleaning up to members o f the Uni Williamson, Littlefield.
on the judgment the freshmen make system was that a coach, compelled a study of Aristotle’s “ Politics” and
posters announcing the varsity and
Theta
Chi:
Tetsloff,
Gordon,
Atkin
versity service department.
depends their opinion, in a great to win debates in order to hold his Plato’s “ Republic,” and such sources
freshman contests are constantly be
The New Hampshire can suggest son, English, Martin, Snyder, or Mi- measure, of the University as a whole position, could only afford to work as Carlyle’s “ History of Political
ing removed from their places al
but one method to solve the freshman chelson.
with the best men mrianwhi1e com
most as soon as they are posted. All problem. Student opinion, which a f
Tri Gamma: Varrel, Colby, Dy- As a class, the attitude and conduct pletely neglecting those needing his Theory in the Middle Ages.” Monte
squieu, “ The Spirit of Laws,” Zeller,
of ’28 during its next few years at
the facts go to indicate that these
ter all must handle problems o f this ment, W iggin, Folsom.
help the greatest.
“ Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics,”
the
University
will
be
in
large
degree
posters are being stolen by students nature, should back up the sopho
Phi Alpha: Sneirson, B. Bloomfield,
It is also hoped by the coaches that and several others. This course will
affected by what we are taught and
for the purpose of decorating rooms. mores so substantially in their cam Gittleman, Veeler, Simons.
under
the
new
system
the
debaters
doubtless be based on Lichtenberger’s
The situation is serious, not because paign for “ better freshmen” that the
Lambda Chi Alpha: Kelsea, K. see done by the three upper classes will attempt to develop the ability to
Social Theory.
Viewing
the
situation
in
that
light
the posters are valuable intrinsically, IprestigeTof th e 7 e co n 7 y e a r d a w will Gunn, Martin, Palisoul, Gould.
In giving this course the depart
it is deplorable to see some of the analyze and to present without pre
but because the procedure employed enable them to carry out their ob
judice
the
real
issues
rather
than
at
ment is widening its field and striv
upper classmen falling down on a
American League
by the culprits indicates that there jects_ The disobedient frosh
ing to correlate its work more strict
thing that, though simple in itself tempt primarily to win a decision.
is a certain group of students in the easily be impressed with the fa ct
S. A. E.: Jensen, Deerington, Sleep
The question selected by the con ly with the work now given in the
is
undoubtedly
responsible
for
a
great
University who have no consideration that his actions must be changed be- er, Henault, Neville.
deal o f New Hampshire spirit. It is ference for debate during the coming Departmentsof Political Science and
of property rights, no respect for the f ore be can enjoy the advantages of
Phi Mu Delta: Woodman, Galvin,
the fine custom of saying “ H i!” Now winter was: “ Resolved: That Con History and Economics. It is need
appeals of authority, no conception o f Ube f ree an(j democratic companion- Snow, Davis, Stewart.
that we have got used to it, we en gress should be empowered to over less to say that this course is planned
those qualities which are necessary gj^p f or which New Hampshire has
Delta Pi Epsilon, Fudge, Brown,
joy
and take pride in saying “ H i!,” ride by a two-thirds vote decisions of for the mature student. The course
for good citizenship.
Wright, Stimpson, Walker.
always been noted.
the Supreme Court which declare acts will be given by Mr. Kalijarvi.
and it is certainly humiliating to pass
The announcement has been made
of Congress unconstitutional.”
The sophomore leaders are capable
Theta Upsilon Omega; Whitehead,
that any persons apprehended in the I energetic men. To them The New Bemis, Chase, (Leighton, Evans or an upper classman with a cheery
Sixteen colleges are members of
“ H i!” only to receive no response
theft of these posters will be disci- Hampshire pledges its support and Eaton.
the Conference: Beloit, Carroll, Corn
That does not happen often, but it
plined. This is as it should be. The wishes them the best of luck in deal
Kappa Sigma:
Craig,
Lufkin,
only takes a few such occasions to ell, Hamline, Illinois, Wesleyan, KalUniversity community cannot tolerate ing with the many problems with Beattie, Abbiatti, Soule.
create
a bad impression. In a case amaoo, Knox, Lawrence, Milton, Mon
this kind o f a spirit, there is no room which every sophomore class is faced.
where
pride
is concerned, the major mouth, Northwestern (C ollege), Oli Asquith, Herbert— Wind’s End.
here for a group which persists in
H843w
ity is sometimes judged by the ex vet, Ripon, Rockford, St. Olaf and
acts of this nature, as President Het
Western State Normal.— The New Bailey, Temple— Peacock Feather.
ceptions
who
deviate
from
the
rule.
ezl told the men students of the in
THE SEASON OPENS
B155p
ANNA L. PHILBRICK
We may be nothing now, but some Student.
stitution in a talk last spring. Every
Bradford, Gamaliel— The Soul of
day
we
will
be
what
you
are.
Why
upperclassman should use his influ
HEADS COMMISSION
The attendance at both perform
Samuel Pepys.
B P425b
not do your part in guiding us on the
ence to suppress happenings of this ances o f Tony Sarg’s Marionettes,
Buchan, John— The Three Hostages.
right
road
and
cooperating
with
us
MUSIC FOR INFORMAL IS
kind, should lend his fullest support which ushered in the Lyceum course Y. W. C. A. Organization for Fresh
B919t
to prevent the gradual decay of New
FURNISHED BY FRESHMEN
men Girls Elects Officers and
to the Student Council and other or- I last Wednesday, augers well fo r the
Buchan, John— The Last Secrets.
Hampshire
spirit?
Makes Plans for Coming Year
ganizations whose duty it is lead stu- intelligence of the students of the
910.8 B918
Verdant.
dent opinion in the right channels. I University. Or rather, it does so on
The second informal of the year, Brunet, Rene— The German Constitu
The
Freshman
Commission,
which
The New Hampshire hopes that if I the surface; for it is our painful aftion.
942.43 B$95
held last Saturday in the gymnasium,
any student has been taking these I terthought that the attendance may has been conducting the Y. W. C. A.
was considered a success both socially Chapman, J. J .— L etters and Religion.
posters thoughtelssly, that this re- have been due mostly to curiosity and membership campaign, was formed
814.4 C466
and financially. The music, furnished
recently among- the freshmen women. GRACE L. PENNOCK
minder will cause him to change his |a flair for the unusual.
by the freshman orchestra under the Eliot, C. W .— A Late Harvest.
This
is
an
entirely
new
organization
ways, and that if the acts were per
IS REAL FARMERETTE leadership of Robert Garmer, was one
What we are driving at is that the
814.4 E42
formed in a spirit o f viciousness, the standard curricula and the majority at N. H., although it has been suc
of the factors contributing to the Forbes, Rosita— The Sultan of the
culprits will be caught and punished. of the extra-curricula activities are cessful at many other colleges and
Mountains.
B R195
Former New Hampshire Graduate success of the dance.
Leave the posters in place until they not all that the University has to universities. At the first meeting
The crowd attending was o f suffi Garnett, R. A .— A Man y i the Zoo.
Student
Demonstrates
Practical
have served the purpose fo r which offer. Supplementary education is held Oct. 7 in the community house,
G235m
cient size to make the dance inter
Knowledge to Maine Agricultur
they were intended. Let’s make this rapidly becoming recognized fo r its the following officers were elected:
esting yet not too large to make the Hergesheimer, Joseph— Balisund.
ists,
Subject
o
f
Boston
Globe
an orderly community in even the Itrue importance to the college stu- President, Anna L. Philbrick; pro
H545be
dancing uncomfortable.
Article
smallest o f details.
dent. The Lyceum Course is a good gram leader, Doris Wilson; secretary,
The chaperones were:
Mr. and Keyes, F. P .— Development and P ur
example of what colleges are doing Marguerite Pollard; and social lead
pose.
150 H683
Mrs. J. S. Walsh, Dean and Mrs.
A recent article in The Boston A. N. French, and Dean and Mrs. Knight, Gladys— Marriage fo r Two.
and attempting to do towards broad er, Evelyn Davis.
A COURSE THAT YOU NEED
The purpose o f this commission, Globe displayed the headline, “ Grace C. H. Crouch.
ening the Amercian student by pro
K69m
which is under the direction of Gladys Pennock Can Pitch Hay.” Accom 
The social committee has suggested Larsen, J. A .— The Philosopher's
Yale University is offering a course viding good entertainment and in
Harris, ’26, is to train the girls in panying the article was a picture of that these dances be made a little
Stone.
• L434p
in Classical Civilization. This course struction that will enable him to bet
general leadership, to prepare them Grace L. Pennock who attended the less informal by requesting the men
ter
appreciate
what
life
has
to
offer.
aims to present the values of Greek
In this age o f specialization the to take part in Y. W. C. A. work and University of New Hampshire last not to wear sweaters
and Latin in E nglish .. In other
to act as a connecting link between year, taking special work in home
words, it is the salvaging of the student who graduates under the
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
the freshmen and the upperclassmen. economics and specializing in nutri
values gained from the study o f Greek disguise of a Bachelor o f Arts is more
The group will meet to listen to talks tion and biological chemistry.
often
than
not
a
mere
Mechanic
of
and Latin. This course is offered by
Saturday, October 25
by faculty members, hold discussions,
It followed that Miss Pennock is NEW INSTRUCTORS
the Language department and is re Arts. To alleviate this mechanical
Classes begin at 7.30 a. m. and end
and
talk
over
freshman
problems
in
now demonstration agent of the Ken
IN HOME ECONOMICS at 10.30 a. m.
quired of all freshmen at Yale. A inertia that is stealing over our col
general.
nebec County (Maine) Farm Bureau.
great deal o f interest is being shown leges and universities, every student
11.30 a. m. Special train leaves
The twelve members o f the com The article described her position as
in the course and many upperclass owes it to himself to share in those
Durham for Manchester.
Carrie
A.
Lyford
Replaces
Emma
mission,
who
were
chosen
from
follow s: “ Miss Pennock knows what
men are taking the course, among fine things which are offered to him.
2.30 p. m. Varsity vs. Tufts at
Baie as Supervisor o f Teacher
whom is the brother of Mr. A. O. They will not only entertain and in twenty names nominated at the first it means to help with the haying, take
Textile Field, Manchester.
Training Work— Mrs. E. H. Piper
W.
C.
A.
meeting,
are
Nan
Phil
care
of
the
chickens,
drive
to
town
struct,
but
they
will
give
him
the
op
Morse.
Substituting for Miss Bowen
Should New Hampshire follow the portunity to apply some of the brick, Dorothy Fields, Doris Wilson, for grain on a zero winter day, weed
Sunday, October 25
Batchelder, the garden, help pick apples in the
lead o f Yale and offer a similar knowledge gleaned in the classroom Evelyn Davis, Helen
10.00 a. m. Celebration of the Holy
The University has been very fo r
course? Many young people shudder Ian(^ enhance his appreciation and Letha McHale, Alice Milendy, Mar- fall, in short, to do the tasks that
Sacrifice of the Mass, Morrill Hall.
guerite Pollard, Alice Burnham, Ruth j fall to the woman on the farm. She tunate this year in securing compe
at the thought o f delving into the judgment of things worthwhile,
10.00 a. m.
Community church,
Pushee, and Evelyn Wheeler. The : has created a most favorable impres- tent people to occupy the places held morning worship.
mysteries of Greek and Latin. Yet I
‘— D. McP.
next meeting will consist o f a dis- ! sion in the many families that she by those who left last year to take up
7.30 p. m.
“ Disraeli,” Franklin
these so called “ dead languages” have
cussion on etiquette led by a member has visited during the rounds o f the new work or to study further.
had an influence upon our own civil NEW MEMBERS INITIATED
theatre.
Carrie
A.
Lyford
is
taking
Miss
j Kennebec County communities.”
INTO BOOK AND SCROLL of the faculty.
8.00 p. m. Meeting of the N. H.
ization and language that is apparent
Baie’s place as supervisor of the Club, Commons.
to any one who has taken courses in
teacher training work in the Home
history or who has ever been the le a s t! Last Sunday night Book and Scroll
Economics department. Miss Lyford
Monday, October 27
concerned with the study of etymology, held an initiation o f its new members.
has recently obtained a master’s de
Fraternity basketball, gymnasium.
It is clearly true that not enough Eight men and twelve women became
gree from ColumbiaUniversity. Just
4.00 p. m. S. A. E. vs. P. M. D.
emphasis is placed on the study of Jrnembers of the society. Talks were
previous to that she had a great deal
7.00 p. m. A. T. O. vs. Alpha Gam
Greek and Latin in our colleges and given by Mr. Scudder, Mr. Churchill,
of
experience
in
teaching
and
is
ex
ma Rho.
universities. The
importance
and and Mrs. Smith. Mr. Scudder spoke
ceptionally well fitted for her posi
Y. W. C. A. Meeting.
significance o f these studies is not on “ Early Irish Novelists,” and show
tion. She has been connected with the
sufficiently impressed upon the stu ed several rare editions o f Irish novels.
Michigan Agricultural College and
Tuesday, October 28
dents. The average student admits Mrs. Smith gave a sketch on “ The
the Illinois State Normal University.
Fraternity basketball, gymnasium.
History
o
f
Book
and
Scroll.”
A
fter
their value to a certain extent, when
She was specialist of the Home Eco
4.00 p. m. D. P. E. vs. Theta Chi.
he is brought face to face with it, in wards, refreshments were served.
nomics United States Bureau of Edu
7.00 p. m. Theta Chi vs. Tri Gam
a passing way, but does nothing to
cation.
ma.
broaden himself in the field, and to try MRS. TENNEY GIVES
The work here at New Hampshire
President’s reception, girls’ gym.
TALK ABOUT JAPAN
to require the study of these courses
is to be carried on very much as be
in any department would result in
fore, but Miss Lyford is planning to
Wednesday, October 29
nothing less than a revolution.
Mrs. Charles Tenney, niece of
get the work somewhat better organ
ki
1.30 p. m. Convocation.
Undoubtedly this problem has been Dean Pettee, gave an interesting in
ized.
Fraternity basketball, gymnasium.
considered by many collegest. Cer formal talk at Woman’s Convocation
It is interesting to know that while
4.00 p. m. Kappa Sigma vs. Theta
tainly these subjects should be of in recently. Mrs. Tenney is a mission
her home is in Illinois, her folks were Kappa Phi.
terest to any student o f literature, ary to Japan, and gave a vivid ac
originally of New England and con
7.00 p. m. Phi Alpha vs. L. X. A.
and yet there is not enough interest count of life there, especially during
sequently Miss Lyford is particularly
shown to warrant even offering Greek the last year. She also spoke o f the
interested in this part of the country.
Thursday, October 30
in many o f our institutions. To offer problem of Japanese immigration,
Mrs. Ethel H. Piper o f Portsmouth
Fraternity basketball, gymnasium.
a course that is not entirely form id presenting the question from the
is in charge o f the Practice House,
4.00 p. m. A. T. O. vs. Tri Gaam a.
able has been a problem, and it seems point of view o f Japan.
taking the place of Miss Bowen until
7.00 p. m. D. P. E. vs. S. A. E.
that Yale has hit upon a real solution.
A student government meeting was
the first of February. Miss Bowen is
Doubtless many colleges will follow held directly after convocation. Sev
studying at the Teachers’ College,
Friday, October 31
its lead and give a similar course in eral rules were added and a few of
Rochester, New York. Mrs. Piper is
Fraternity basketball, gymnasium.
Classical Civilization. Will our Uni those already in effect were exa graduate of Plymouth Normal
4.00 p. m. Theta Chi vs. L. X. A.
versity be one of them?
plained.
School and has taught in Portsmouth
7.00 p. m. Phi Mu Delta vs. Kappa
in the grades.
Sigma.
R eg in a l d W . H a k t w e l l , ’26, Managing Editor
Alumni Editor
E l iz a b e t h O ’ K a n e , ’25,
Athletic Editor
J o h n N eville , ’ 27,
News Editor
P a u l F a k r a r , ’ 26,
J o h n C a s s i l y , ’ 26,
Copy Editor
E t h e l C o w l e s , ’25,
Society Editor
F r a n c e s F a ir c h il d , ’ 27,
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Formal Opening of the College Pharmacy

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1924
Students and Townspeople are cordially invited to attend.
A gift to each and every patron.

Music to be furnished by the Campus Deans,

THE
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SHEEP-SKINS
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4; Means the best made to measure clothes at
extremely low prices

John Coolidge, son o f the Presi
dent, came to his father’s college,
Amherst. The Dartmouth paper re
ported that “ young Coolidge accepted
the pledge (o f Alpha Chapter of the
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity) on the
second day of the rushing, having
been rushed by 12 other fraterni
ties.” There are thirteen houses at
Amherst.
Our Amherst correspondent is
“ wondering how Dartmouth happens
to know so much about it all.”
“ Young Coolidge,” says he, “ had a
very definite idea when he came here
this fall that he was going to pledge
his father’s fraternity, and the other
twelve houses had a good idea that he
would be going there. To my knowl
edge there was no great attempt
made by any house to get him. Our
house gave him a bid, but this came
only after agood bit of discussion of
the boy himself, and not as one hav
ing influential connections.
“ Coolidge made the rounds o f the
houses in the usual manner on the
first and second days . . . He wore
a gray lounge suit, tan Oxford shoes,
and looked rather neat in appearance.
A t times he looked bored, but this I
think was due to embarrassment.
“ I don’t believe that John is any
exceptional lad and everyone here
seemed to realize it.”— The New Stu
dent.”

PROFESSOR McNUTT GOES
TO ENGLAND ON BUSINESS
J. C. McNutt, the popular animal
husbandry professor, who is widely
known for his ability as a livestock
judge, left for Europe Wednesday
morning.
Professor McNutt goes
first to England, where he will spend
week or so. Then he plans to go
to the Guernsey and Jersey Islands
and spend eight or ten days there,
studying conditions and dairy prob
lems.
Prof. McNutt has probably covered
more territory in the last five years
than any other man on the campus.
During the past year he has had sev
eral long judging trips, including one
to California. He will probably do
no judging on his present trip since
it is primarily intended for pleasure
and investigation work.

GIFT OF SHEEP TO
N. H. FROM DR. BELL

Specimens o f New Breed Developed
by Dr. Bell Will Be Used Here to
Produce Better Grade of Sheep
Eight ewes in which the rabbjit
characteristic of high fecundity was
developed
by
Doctor
Alexan
der Graham Bell have just arrived
at the
New
Hampshire
A gri
cultural Experiment Station as the
second gift of the kind by the famous
inventor’s estate. The sheep reached
Durham after a stormy voyage from
the Bell home, Beinn Bhreagh, near
W. W. LUFKIN NEW CASQUE
AND CASKET PRESIDENT Baddeck, on Cape Breton Island, No
W RITE T H A T LETTER TO D A Y
**
A t the regular monthly meeting of va Scotia, whence they were trans
Casque and Casket held in Thompson ported by rail. They are all of the
multi-nipple, twin-bearing strain de
Hall, Monday evening, October
* Thomas C. Atkinson, ’25, resigned as veloped by Dr. Bell and have from
The Perfect Messenger. Buy a Box Today
president on account o f the point four to six functional piammae in
system. Atkinson is already presi stead of two.
All told, thirteen ewes and one ram,
dent o f the senior class and president
of the University Athletic Associa the principal living animals in the
tion.
W ilfred W. Lufkin, Jr., ’25, flock which Dr. Bell developed in ex
of Essex, Mass., was elected presi periments conducted during the last
Next to the Post Office
dent to take Mr. Atkinson’s place thirty years of his life, have now been
Mr. Lufkin is a member of the N. H presented to the New Hampshire
Club, through his work on the var Station. This gift merges two of the
sity baseball team, and he represents most important investigations in the
i ' the Kappa
Sigma fraternity in recent history of sheep breeding
**.
M
both of them concerned with the ap
Casque and Casket.
Laurence V. Jensen, ’26, o f Ash- plication of Mendel’s Law in the de
burnham, Mass., was elected treaS' velopment of a new breed. Dr. Bell
urer in place of Mr. Lufkin. Mr was particularly interested in *the
4j*
h
Jensen
is a member of S. A. E. fra  production of a more prolific sheep
i 'f
than any breed in existence and in in
ternity.
4i
creasing the milk yield of the ewes
it
so that they could suckle more lambs.
<.
N . H . E L E V E N LO SES TO
a
He succeeded in fixing to a very high
CONNECTICUT ON DISPUTED
*!►
degree the characteristics o f twinPLAY
IN
FOURTH
PERIOD
Amherst Joe
Dartmouth Jim
bearing and of multi-nipples. The
(Continued from Page One.)
V4»
object of the experiments at Durham,
New
Hampshire
Bill
U
which have now been in operation
4♦
He was down under the spirals as under Federal funds for sixteen years,
it
soon as the ends and made all the
**
is to determine the closeness with
tackles when the ends drove the run
it
which the characters of hybrids are
ners in. Piper, who has been suffer
y*
fixed and to produce a breed which
**
ing from a bacf| ’“ Charley Horse,
vwill combine some of the best fea
4*
played the entire game and as usual
tures of the wool and mutton types.
gave all he had. His injury bothered
Under the direction of Prof. E. G.
him considerably, but he fought
Ritzman of the Station,the Bell sheep
every minute and smeared thrust a f
will be crossed with animals already
ter thrust at his position.
in the experimental flock here with
Dissatisfied with the work of the
a view to adding the characteristics
team last Saturday, Coach Cowell
of fecundity and high milk yield. It
has drilled the men hard all the week,
is hoped that the final result of the
paying particular attention to the
breeding work will be a type of sheep
backfield candidates. It is probable
particularly profitable under New
4 it
that the New Hampshire followers
Have you eaten at the Commons this fall?
England conditions.
will
be
treated
to
a
surprise
when
♦+
The arrangements for the Bell es
the backfield lines up on Textile Field
n
tate in the g ift of the sheep have
4 #>
tomorrow.
REGULAR MEAL TICKET, $6.00
been made by Dr. David Fairchild and
The New Hampshire sentiment to
o
Mr. Gilbert H. Grosvenor, sons-in-law
night
is
hopeful
but
not
over
opti
**
of Dr. Bell. Both of these men are
Good
for
twenty-one
consecutive
meals.
The
most
mistic.
Tufts has a good, strong
X
4»
team and it is expected that the bat well known in the scientific field, the
economical method of securing balanced meals.
«»
tle will be close. New Hampshire, former as president of the American
a
however, on its record up to last Sat Genetic Association and an agricul
«»
tural explorer of international repu
urday should have the edge. Tufts
♦'*
CAFETERIA TICKET, $6.00
has an exceptional triple threat man tation, and the latter as editor of the
4»
in Captain Van French who has been National Geographic Mazazine.

LOTHROPS -FARNHAM CO.
J. W . M cIN T IR E , Mgr.

Dover

DURHAM

Rochester

White & Wycoff’s Distinctive Stationery
DURHAM DRUG

W. CAMPION

Tailor and Men's Furnishings

Durham,

New Hampshire

8 COMMONS DINING

HALL

burning up the turf on many grid
irons this fall. The work o f Van
French and Wentworth should be
the feature o f the contest. Winer, a
LUNCH COUNTER FOR MEN
4I
former University o f Maine star, is
•yi
playing a good game for Tufts at
4t
This type of service offered in the basement of the 5* fullback. All. in all, tomorrow looks
a
4*
like a big day and it is highly prob
4 jt
.» Commons. Cafeteria tickets may be used.
able that Coach Cowell’s magicians
will conjure the famous Medford
Jumbo and send the greater Boston
boys back home with a thoroughly
peaceful “ white elephant” on their
University Barber Shop
DR. F. J. DICKINSON
hands.
The summary:
DUTCH CUTS A SPECIALTY
DENTIST
CONN. AGGIES
N. H.
Ideal Bowling Alleys
Brink, le ............................... re, Piper
Eddy, I t ...............................rt, Barnes
Dover, N. H.
Come in and Have a Talk with Tom 458 Central Ave.,
rt, Sanborn
Bitgood, l g ...................... rg, Sayward
Daly, c ................................. c, Foster
Eyre, r g ...........................lg, Hubbard
Zolan, rg ...................... lg, Hoagland
Manfeldt, rt .................. It, McGlynn
It, Hersey
Fiamann, re .................. le, Callahan
Dealer in all kinds of
Moreland, qb ............ qb, Wentworth
Schofield, qb
McKofski, lhb ............ rhb, O’Connor
rhb, Munroe
Schofield, rhb .................. lhb, Nicora
Swem, rhb
Tel. Conn. at Dover, N. H ., or Tel. Clarence I. Smart, Durham, N. H.
Reeves, rhb
O’Neill, fb ....................... fb, Abbiatti

*.*
« !►
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Punched for the actual amount on the tray.

E. J. YORK

Builder’s Supplies, Coal and Grain

Newest Fall Styles Ready

4

Lineup in today’s game:
Matheson, le; Reed, It; Patterson, lg; Daland, c; Celia, rg ; Morin (C apt.), It;
Hildreth, rt; Clark, qb; Rogers, lhb;
Regali, rhb; Hall, f b .The freshman football team has
elected Louis R. Morin of Derry cap
tain for the season. Morin has been
one of the outstanding players o f the
year at left tackle for the yearlings.
He was developed at Pinkerton
Academy by “ Buck” Harvell, ’21.
This afternoon the team met the
strong Kimball Union team which
recently defeated Tilton School 7 to 6.
In a recent practice, Clarence Gus
tafson of Manchester, one of the
most promising backfield candidates,
fractured a small bone in his ankle
and the x-ray photos showed that he
will be unable to play again this sea
son. Gustafson was one of the stars
of the Westbrook and Pinkerton
games.

*
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Special College Trousers, English Style, 19-in. bot- y
$6.00, $7.00, $8.00
tom. Priced
Wide Leather Belts, black or tan .....................$

1.00

SPORT COATS— “ BRADLEY SW EATERS”
LEATHER JACKETS
The New E X X Style Men’s Holeproof Hosiery,
made with the new Holeproof EXX Special Pro
cess toe. This toe gives three or four times
more wear than the toe in ordinary hose,
per p a i r ................. 39c; two pairs................ 75c
SOLE DOVER AGENTS FOR HOLEPROOF HOSIERY

Spofford-Allis Co.

Dover, N. H.

F. F. PAGE
HARDW ARE, PAINTS, W ALL PAPER, SPORTING GOODS
REMINGTON ARMS AND SHELLS
510 CENTRAL AVENUE
Telephone 915

DOVER, N. H.

AT

W. S. EDGERLY

RUNDLETT’S STORE

GROCER

FANCY GROCERIES
New Hampshire

Durham,

College Supplies

Public Car

Chipman’s Specialty Shop
My Dodge Sedan is at your service
at reasonable prices. I solicit your
Catering to College Women
patronage. THEODORE J. FRIZ
ZELL, Theta Upsilon Omega House, Gorman Block,
Durham, N. H.
Tel. 35-2.

T Y P E W R IT E R S
For less than half price, guaranteed rebuilt machines.
R oyal, Underwood, Smith, Remington, Monarch and portables.
Write for prices.

B ixby T yp ew riter C o .

L o w e ll, M ass.

Take advantage of your trip to Manchester, and buy
good shoes at the D. F. Shea Shoe Co. Bostonian Shoes,
719 Elm St., Manchester, N. H.
Local Agent

J. H. ENGLISH, Theta Chi House
GRANT’S RESTAURANT
DINING ROOM FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
GOOD SERVICE

NO WAITING

GOOD FOOD

CIGARS, CIGARETTES, CANDY AND NEW SPAPERS

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

MORIN CAPTAIN OF
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
Team Met Strong Kimball Union
Academy Team This Afternoon—
Gustafson Out o f Game for Re
mainder of Season with Brok
en Ankle

ii
4*
y
7i

Student Headquarters for Books, Stationery, Banners,
Pillow Tops, University Seal Jewelry, Postcards, Laundry
Cases, Fountain Pens, Gym Equipment, and Confectionery.

UNDERWOOD PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Call and see the sample machine.

Time payments if

desired.
Keep your records by the L E F A X S Y S T E M . Detailed
information gladly given.

CAPITAL, $100,000

SURPLUS, $300,000

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK
DOVER, N. H.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers
Checks for Sale
MILADY HAIRDRESSING SHOPPE
Florence L. Tucker, Proprietor
Hazel N. Lawless, Manager
Telephone Connection
Hardy & Philbrick Bldg.,

Durham
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ALL N EW HAMPSHIRE NIGHT PROMISES
TO BREAK ALL RECORDS FOR ENTHUSIASM

LOWELL BRANCH PLANS
AMBITIOUS PROGRAM

Big Time Arranged in Durham for All Loyal Grads Who Are Able to Re
turn for Maine Game on Home-Coming Day— Branch Associations
Plan Local Celebrations in All Parts of the East

The Lowell Branch met on Octo
ber 15th and elected the following
officers for the coming y ea r: For
rest W. Merrill, ’24, president; Mrs
James Kiberd, Jr., N. G., ’22, vice
president; Ralph W. Pierce, N. G., ’23,
secretary; Ralph W. Doeg, ’16, treas
urer.
The club voted to invite through the
general association and The New
Hampshire all alumni and non-grads
of Nashua and vicinity to meet with
the Lowell branch on Tuesday eveing, Nov. 18. An invitation is ex
tended to Prof. Perley and any other
representatives who may be able to
attend. An invitation has been ex
tended to the officers o f the Boston
branch.
-The primary purpose o f this meet
ing is to assist the Nashua grads in
forming a local club at Nashua or
to form a joint club to meet alter
nately at Nashua and Lowell.
The club members are looking for
ward to greeting the team on the
Textile campus on November 8. A r
rangements have been completed for
the use of Marie’s restaurant after
the game, and it is hoped that many
of the active campus men and women
may be present to give some real live
campus talk.

All New Hampshire Night! The Spirit o f Alma Mater rises to its
height on this, the seventh of November, and instills in every graduate a
spirit of loyalty and a desire to usher in the Homecoming Season with the
pep due to Old New Hampshire. Every “ old grad” who can get here is on
the campus at that time. But there are many who can’t get back, and for
these it is a night of enthusiasm for the University that is ours, and rem
iniscence of the College that was theirs.
The majority of the local Alumni Clubs are co-operating with the Gen
eral Alumni Association, and are staging big “ Pep Meetings,” banquets and
dancing parties for that night. The Lowell Branch will celebrate on Novem
ber 1st, after the Textile game, while the Manchester Club is putting all its
energy into the big football banquet following the game with Tufts on Oct.
25th. The Concord Club reports that it expects a large attendance at the
Homecoming Rally and game. The Boston Club is booming Homecoming in
Durham and has no program planned.
PITTSBURGH CLUB
I being arranged for the benefit o f the
The Pittsburgh Club will banquet returning grads.
at 6.00 P. M. at the Fort Pitt Hotel “ Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming
in Pittsburg, Pa., and a theatre party
On the evening following the game
is being arranged as a fitting close
for the • evening’s activities. The the Student Social Committee has ar
secretary is Mary E. Bailey, ’20, who ranged one of the old time informals
may be reached by phoning Schenley at the Big Gym. A special invita
tion is extended to old grads to attend
0597-J.
and tickets will be given to all those
“ Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming”
who make application to the Alumni
CONN. VALLEY CLUB
Secretary on Saturday at the Home
The Conn. Valley Club will hold its coming Game.
Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming
annual meeting on this night. There
Program for Homecoming Rally
PRESIDENT HETZEL SPEAKS
will be a banquet at 6.30 P. M. at the Selection,
Band
TO MANCHESTER ALUMNI
Hotel Nonotuck, in Holyoke, Mass. Cheers
This will be followed by dancing, and Welcome to Alumni,
F. S. Gray
The University o f New Hampshire
every grad is earnestly requested to Saxophone Solo,
J. S. Starrett
State Teachers’ Association held a
be present at least during some part Monologue,
W. S. Hennessy
very short business meeting at Man
of the evening. Don. Melville, ’20, Musical specialties
chester on October 17 prior to the
is the secretary and may be reached Xylophone Solos,
A. I. Hartwell
luncheon of the club. The meeting
on phone Walnut 8212-W Springfield, Address,
“ Tom” Leonard
Mass.
Selections,
Glee Club Quartette was in charge o f the vice president,
“ Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming” Reading of telegrams from branch J. M. Cotton, ’21, o f Ashland, N. H.
The following officers were elected
meetings
EASTERN N. Y. BRANCH
President, W. J. Nelson, ’16, Mere
Roll
Call
of
visting
alumni
The University of New Hampshire
dith;
vice president, J. M. Cotton, ’21,
Club of Eastern New York has ar Alma Mater
Ashland; secretary-treasurer, Flor
(Cheers and
general
singing
ranged a banquet at Halman’s Rest
ence A. Kelley, ’20, Claremont.
aurant in Schenectady at 6.30 P. M. throughout the evening.)
The luncheon was held at the din
Thus the old grad may realize, as
and a theatre party is scheduled for
ing room o f the Hanover Street Con
the evening. G. N. Perkins, ’14, is never before, what a thrill this aut gregational church and was attended
the secretary of this live organization umn Homecoming season can bring. by 130 graduates and members o f the
The General Alumni office anticipates
and his phone is 4930W.
faculty. R. W. Garland, ’ 15, presi
that two or three new districts may
CONN STATE CLUB
dent of the Manchester Alumni Club,
be
able
to
report
their
first
meeting
The Conn. State Club has engaged
presided and called on “ Joe” Nelson
a private dining room with a seating on the night of November 7th, but for a few words
The principal ad
capacity of forty-five at the City Club their plans have not advanced to the dress was given by President Hetzel,
point
where
definite
arrangements
on 10 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.
and the whole group listened atten
Mr. A. O. Morse, secretary to Pres. can be given. At least, this is the tively to a general summary of the
Hetzel, is to be the principal speaker season when every grad should pause present day problems confronting the
at the banquet. T. C. Bailey, ’12, is for a moment and recall the time University. Twenty members of the
the secretary and may be located by when he was back on the campus. faculty were present at the luncheon
Also, this is an excellent time for
phoning Charter 3710-4.
and enjoyed the renewal o f fellow
each alumnus to resolve to make
Dr. Richards assisted at the
“ Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming” more intimate his relationship with ship.
piano in the singing o f Alma Mater.
NEW YORK CITY CLUB
the University and the Alumni Asso
The New York City Club has char ciation.
Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming
tered a room at Tally-Ho, No. 2 “ Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming”
EASTERN NEW YORK BRANCH
(form erly The Thistle) at 17 W 35th
MAPS BAT INFESTED CAVE
St., in New York City, for a Chicken- PROMINENT EDUCATORS AT
BOSTON
MEETING
SATURDAY
W affle Dinner at 7 00 P. M. This is
On Saturday, Sept. 20, members of
the annual meeting and a big turnout
mi. at
-a ^ a \
^
r
of the grads and their families and „
New ®ng‘ and Assoc.ation of the University o f New Hampshire
friends is assured. H. C. Forbes, ’21, Coll« es
Secondary
Schools Club of Eastern New York motored
•
„
,
j
, , ’
j meets Oct. 24-25 at Boston Umver- to Hailes’ Cavern in the Indian Lad
is the secretary and may be located ..
^
n
der region of the Helderberg moun
ao W
w 96th
ocj-i, St..
04. at
v i n-u.
President
at 62
New York
City.
; sity.
n
^ Garfield of Williams
,
J
College and Dr. Charles Eliot, pres- tains for an afternoon’s outing,—
DURHAM CLUB
|ident emeritus o f Harvard Universi- their sixth outing of the season.
The Durham Club members will all j ty, are both to speak. Among other
The weather was cool and clear
be busy greeting old grads back to j distinguished guests are the presi- and the party arrived at its destina
the Homecoming Rally in Duham. Ident of Brown University and the tion without mishap. The plan was
This rally is to be the biggest of the |president of Amherst College,
to explore and map the cave and so
year and the program is in charge o f | Dean French an,d Dr. Allen will the men donned old clothes, fitted up
the Student Council. An evening of'rep resen t the University at the con- their lamps and were assigned defi
entertainment by various students is ference.
nite duties, some to act as guides,
others as compassmen, chainmen and
topographers, while one, a geologist,
was to record rock formations.
The cave which opens under a cliff
in the limestone formation is three
to five feet high and six to twenty
feet wide at first, narrowing to a
crevice so high that in places the top
cannot be seen. The cave floor be
REC-U.S.MT OFK
comes uneven and knee-deep pools o f
water retarded the work o f measur
N o well dressed college man is
ing. Flocks of bats were disturbed
without one. It’s the original,
in their slumbers especially when
correct slicker andthere’snothflashlight powders were exploded. At
ing as smart or sensible for
about 1200 feet from the entrance,
rough weather and chilly days.
progress became very slow due to the
Made o f famous yellow water
necessity o f crawling on hands and
p roof oiled fabric. Has allknees through crevices and holes full
’ round strap on collar and elas
of water. As the time was late, the
tic at wrist-bands.
party turned back, having secured
Clasp-closing style
data to plot the course of the cave
Button-closing style
to that point.
Returning to the top o f the cliff to
Stamp the correct name in your
memory, and buy no other.
prepare supper, the explorers found
The “ Standard S tu d en t” is
that the women o f the party had
made only by the Standard
built a fire and had prepared the
Oiled Clothing Co., N . Y . C.
meal so that all “ pitched in” as soon
Slip one on at
as they had donned dry clothing.
Eating, visiting, and telling yarns
“ AT ALL GOOD DEALERS”
occupied the time until it was nec
essary to return home.
Those participating were:
Dan
Clarke, Maurice George, Al. French,
A. Marx, a Union College grad., C.
A. Payne and family, O. W. Pike
and Mrs. Pike, A. J. Woodward and
fam ily and B. Woodward and son.

The Slickest Coat on. the Campus!
(Stomda/uifPfuelerit

Forced to Move
The daily increasing demand for our services and mer
chandise has forced us to move into larger quarters. W e
are now located upstairs in the new Gorman Block.
W e carry a varied line of athletic supplies for all
sports, all kinds of sweaters, knickers, golf hose, odd pants,
haberdashery, slickers, sheepskin coats, topcoats, overcoats,
drawing instruments, and sliderules.
W e do Pressing, Cleansing and Dyeing.
Read & White Dress Clothes to Let.
Drop in and see us.

Hussey & Moore
Upstairs in the Gorm an BlocK

SOCCER TEAM
FLAYS SATURDAY

Y. M. C. A. NOTES

r

; o ; T; c . NEWS

The first monthly meeting of the
Parades were put on by the Infan
Y. M. C. A. was held on Monday
try and C. A. C. battalions last Wed
evening, October 20, at 7.45 p. m.
nesday for the first time this year.
Reports on the different phases of the The battalions marched to the base
work were made.
The members ball field where the parades were
First Varsity Contest
elected eight delegates to represent held. Considering that this is the
With Northeastern U. the local association at the state con first time that the companies have
vention to be held at Manchester on been together, they made a very
Friday, October . 23. The regular Y. creditable appearance.
LINEUP IS ANNOUNCED
M. meetings are to be held at 7.45 on
At a meeting o f the cadet officers
every third Monday evening of the of the regiment held on Wednesday
Team Looks Good for First Game month.
afternoon, it was decided to petition
With Strong Boston Outfit— Coach
William Smith, representing this national headquarters of Scabbard
Swasey in Charge of New Sport
University at the Y. M. C. A. New and Blade, a national military fra 
England field council at Boston last
The varsity soccer team will play Saturday, was appointed as a mem ternity open to all cadet officers, for
Northeastern University at Boston on ber of the committee to plan for Sil ‘a chapter to be organized here. The
Saturday, October 25th, with the fo l ver Bay next summer. There was question of a military fraternity was
brought up last year, but no definite
lowing probable lineup:
also a Y, W. C. A. meeting there and action was taken on the matter. The
H. Gordon, o. r. f.
this University was represented by president of the University and the
F. Whitehead, i. r. f.
Miss Salome Colby, Miss Ethel professor of Military Science and
E. Jenkins, c. f.
Cowles, and Miss Gladys Harris. Tactics are eligible as associate mem
F. Kirk, i. 1. f.
These delegates left here last Friday bers o f the fraternity.
E. Pillsbury, i. r. f.
noon and enjoyed a banquet in the
R. Seamen, r. h. b.
evening.
Saturday was devoted to
W. Moore, c. h. b.
the business meeting and to special
BLAZE IN COMMONS
R. Bemis, 1. h. b.
speakers. The party left Boston Sat
CAUSES EXCITEMENT
C. Martin, r. b.
urday evening and arrived back m
R. Pejouhi, 1. b.
Durham safe and sound without hav
R. Merritt, g.
ing any mishaps.
A little before nine o’clock Tues
Coach Swasey has the men in ex
day night the cry, “ Fire in Com
cellent condition and the team has
mons!” brought out every student in
shown fine work to date.
Although BOSTON CLUB PLAYS WHIST
Barracks
A and B. They streamed out
Northeastern has a very strong team
DRINKS CIDER— MAKES PLANS
gathered in groups, and climbed into
they were beaten by Worcester Tech.
to the tune of 5-0, and New Hamp
At the October meeting o f the Bos Commons by window and door, only
shire should make a fine showing in ton Club of the University alumni to find the fire out.
The cause of the excitement was a
its first soccer game away from home held at the new rooms o f the club, 339
his year.
Commonwealth avenue, more than 20 bread box that had been left on the
loyal alumni gathered to try their stove. The heat had ignited the box
skill at whist and to do justice to and it was well ablaze before it was
GROUP OF NEW MEMBERS
the
plentiful supply of cider and noticed. Mrs. Leighton discovered
INITIATED INTO Y. W. C. A.
the fire and with the help of a stu
doughnuts which was served.
B. R. Callender, ’20, was the win dent who was passing, it was
At the last meeting o f the Y. W.
ner of the first prize for men, and quickly extinguished. Meanwhile, two
C. A , a group of freshmen and a
Helen Barton Smart, ’20, won the students on their way to the Barracks
few upper class girls were initiated
first prize for women.
“ Wallie” saw the smoke and gave the alram
into the Y. W. C. A. organization.
Hatch, ’21, was the winner of the which brought more action than any
The meeting was conducted by the
booby prize. A short business meet “ ’28 out!” this term.
president,
Elsie
Chickering,
’25,
ing preceded the whist playing and
Gladys Harris, ’26, and Ethel Cowles,
the club made plans for entertaining
’25.
the varsity cross country team and
One by one the new members light
Coach Sweet at its meeting on No
ed tiny candles (presented to them
vember 14, when the team will be in
before the meeting) from a larger
Boston for the New England inter
one. This is a ceremony that takes
collegiate meet at Franklin Park No
place each year and which holds a
vember 15. This meeting will start
special significance for each new
promptly at 7.30 because Coach
member.
Short speeches of cordial
Sweet has decreed that the men must
welcome and hopes for hearty coop
be in bed at nine o’clock. Plans were
eration were presented by the three
also made to attend the Tufts game
leaders. Miss Harris made it clear at Manchester in a body, and also
to the new members that now they the Lowell Textile game at Lowell on
were not only members of the local November 1.
organization but also members of
the national and the universal or
ganization, while Miss Chickering FRESHMEN HARRIERS TO
expressed her hopes for a more suc
MEET PHILLIPS-ANDOVER
cessful year.

Church
In Durham

CORRECTION
In a recent issue of The New
Hampshire several mistakes occurred
in a list of the new faculty members.
The name of D. E. Higgins was
omitted. Mr. Higgins is an instruc
tor in the physics department. Dr.
Bauer, who is an associate professor
of mathematics, was listed as an as
sistant instructor.

DEPUTATION TEAM
VISITS GREENLAND
W . A . Smith, ’25, Gives Talk— Music

Furnished by Doris Cuthbertson,
’25, and Robert Smith, ’27— Ser
vice Also Conducted at Packers
Falls
A deputation team, consisting of
William Smith, ’25, Doris Cuthbert
son, ’25, Robert Smith, ’27, and Mar
guerite Pollard, ’28, conducted the
evening services at the Greenland
Community church last Sunday eve
ning. The musical part of the pro
gram was given by Miss Cuthbertson
and Robert Smith, both o f whom
played violin selections.
William Smith gave a very inter
esting talk, picturing the college
youth of today. The Rev. Mr. New
ell, pastor of the Greenland church,
expressed great satisfaction with the
work done by the team, and expressed
a wish that similar deputations
would visit the town in the future.
The team started from Durham in
the afternoon and conducted services
in Packers Falls before continuing on
the trip to Greenland.

The Freshmen Harriers will be
given their first chance to show their
ability as cross oountry men on F ri
day, when they run against PhillipsAndover. As this is the first year
that cross country has been tried at
Phillips-Andover, and since only nine
men reported at their first workout,
the Freshmen are not expected to
have a great deal of trouble. The
meet will be valuable however, in that
it will give the New Hampshire men
a taste of what running against an
other team on a strange course is like.
The following men will be accom
panied by Sub-Coach L. D. Fernald:
Weeks, Higgins, Bond, Brooks, Burke,
Dodge, French, Hatch, and Manager
Spencer.

Rev. Moses I Lovell, f
Pastor

| College Bible
*
I Classes 10.00 A.M. |
\»Z

1

1

| Morning Worship |
|
10.45 A. M.
|

Work Satisfactory Service Prompt

Telephone 307-M
Waldron St., Cor. Central Avenue

O F 'F IC E U -

450 Cenfral Ava nnvEftffi

YALE SCHOLAR AND
FORMER FLYER COMES
TO ENGLISH STAFF

Mr. Claude T. Lloyd Graduate of
Simmons College, Texas, Takes Ex
amination for Ph. D. in Spring
at Yale
Make Nov. 8 a Real Homecoming

You owe one to Yourself
H ave you ever considered the many advantages of a
portable typewriter in college and in all your after life?

PHI DELTA HOLDS FIRST
A sk any upper classman w h o uses on e, and he will
The English department has a new
DEBATE OF YEAR MONDAY addition to its staff in the person of
give you som e valuable pointers.
Claude T. Lloyd who comes to the
A n d here are six reasons w hy you should ch oose
Phi Delta, the debating society, University from Yale where he has
the R em ington Portable:
held its first debate o f the year been working for his degree of Doc
Durability and Reliability
Tuesday night in Thompson Hall on tor o f Philosophy in English.
Compactness and Portability
the subject, “ Should the United
Mr. Lloyd attended Simmons Col
Four-Row Standard Keyboard
States recognize the government of lege at Abeline, Texas, where he re
Ease o f Operation
Russia?”
The affirmative side was ceived his B. A. degree in 1917.
Beautiful Work— Always
upheld by M. A. Conant, E. M. A lt While at college he was on the cross
Universal Service
man and B. P. Taylor, while J. D. country team for two years, a mem
Price, com plete with case, $60. Easy payment
Osgood, J. F. Sheehan and W. A. ber of the debating team, and editor
terms if des;red.
Westgate, all freshmen, supported the of the Literary Magazine of the col
Call in and let us show you its many decisive ad
negative.
lege. A fter graduating from college
vantages.
William Smith presided as chair he was a pilot in the Air Service of
man and the discussjion was later the United States army for two
Remington T ypew riter Co.
opened to those present.
The de years. Upon receiving his discharge W . H. W . Benedict
M anchester, N. H.
cision was placed in the hands of the from the A ir Service, Mr. Lloyd en 123 W ashin gton St.
Dover, N. H.
Boston, Mass
audience who voted in favor of the tered Yale University where he
affirmative. Mr. Altman received the spent the four years prior to coming
majority of votes as the best speak here. While still at Yale, Mr. Lloyd
er.
taught at Milford Academy, Milford,
The Phi Delta debates are open to Conn., from 1921 until 1923. This
the student body. The next debate coming spring Mr. Lloyd will take
T H E REC O G N IZED L E A D E R - I N SALES A N D P O P U L A R IT Y
will be held in two weeks and a large his examinations for a degree of
attendance is expected.
Doctor of Philosophy in English.

Remington Portable

